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ABSTRACT
We present JAttack, a framework that enables template-based testing for compilers. Using JAttack, a developer writes a template
program that describes a set of programs to be generated and given
as test inputs to a compiler. Such a framework enables developers
to incorporate their domain knowledge on testing compilers, giving a basic program structure that allows for exploring complex
programs that can trigger sophisticated compiler optimizations. A
developer writes a template program in the host language (Java)
that contains holes to be filled by JAttack. Each hole, written using
a domain-specific language, constructs a node within an extended
abstract syntax tree (eAST). An eAST node defines the search space
for the hole, i.e., a set of expressions and values. JAttack generates
programs by executing templates and filling each hole by randomly
choosing expressions and values (available within the search space
defined by the hole). Additionally, we introduce several optimizations to reduce JAttack’s generation cost. While JAttack could
be used to test various compiler features, we demonstrate its capabilities in helping test just-in-time (JIT) Java compilers, whose
optimizations occur at runtime after a sufficient number of executions. Using JAttack, we have found six critical bugs that were
confirmed by Oracle developers. Four of them were previously unknown, including two unknown CVEs (Common Vulnerabilities
and Exposures). JAttack shows the power of combining developers’ domain knowledge (via templates) with random testing to
detect bugs in JIT compilers.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering → Software testing and debugging; Just-in-time compilers.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Compilers are among the most critical components in the software development toolchain, and their correctness is of utmost
importance. A bug in a compiler might lead to a crash during the
translation, an incorrect output (native code does not match the
semantics of the program written by developers [4]), or even expose
security vulnerabilities in the generated code.
Compiler developers have manually written thousands of tests,
i.e., programs in the compiler’s target programming language, as to
check for correctness [5, 48, 79]. Although manually-written tests
nicely capture developers’ intuition of what programs are expected to
trigger corner cases, it is time-consuming to write a large number of
such tests. As a result, researchers and practitioners have developed
a number of automated techniques for testing compilers [14, 22, 23,
37, 42, 59, 64, 74, 94, 98], namely by generating a large number of
programs on which the compiler can run. Existing compiler-testing
techniques mainly fall in two categories: grammar-based [42, 64, 94,
98] and mutation-based [22, 23, 59, 74]. The former group generates
programs from scratch following the production rules available in
the language grammar. The latter group usually starts with some
seed programs and then genetically mutates the seeds.
Although existing approaches are valuable, they have shortcomings. First, they provide limited ways for compiler developers to
fully embed their knowledge into the testing process. Second, they
frequently support only a subset of the language grammar (e.g.,
only integer values [94]).
We present JAttack, a framework that enables compiler testing
using templates. Using JAttack, a developer writes a template program (template for short) that describes a set of concrete programs to
be used as inputs to a compiler. Unlike prior work, our framework
enables developers to express richer manual tests for compilers. Our
design of a template captures the developers’ intuition in very much
the same way as manually-written tests but provides an opportunity to express variants of those tests that can be obtained by testing
the templates. The goal is similar to parameterized unit testing [89],
where developers manually write unit tests that encapsulate some
features they want to test in their code but have parameters that
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a backend framework explores as to obtain deeper testing around
the insights the developers initially provide. Unlike with mutationbased fuzzers, compiler developers can use templates to specify
exactly how to generate program variants. (Figure 1 shows an example template, which is discussed in detail in Section 2.) JAttack
complements existing automated compiler-testing techniques that
can provide a structure of a program on which JAttack can further
build templates.
In JAttack, a developer writes a template in the host language
(Java), which contains holes to be filled by JAttack. Each hole
is written in a domain-specific language (DSL) embedded in the
host language, i.e., we do not change the syntax, compiler, nor
runtime environment of the host language. We define the DSL as
a set of APIs that allow developers to specify characteristics of
the hole they want explored in a template, where each API call
produces an instance of an extended abstract syntax tree (eAST)
node; an eAST node bounds the search space for the hole, i.e.,
defines a set of possible statements, expressions, and values. As
an example, consider the following API call that defines a hole:
relation(intVal(), intVal(), GT, LT).eval(), which represents a
logical relation between two integer literals (each can take any value
between Integer.MIN_VALUE and Integer.MAX_VALUE) using either >
(GT) or < (LT) relational operators; this hole evaluates to a boolean.
Using the JAttack’s API, each hole can then be type-checked by
the host compiler.
JAttack is useful for augmenting testing for many complex
compiler features as it leverages the developer insights from the
provided templates. For our evaluation, we focus specifically on
testing just-in-time (JIT) compilers. Unlike traditional ahead-oftime compilers that translate a program into native code prior
to deployment [1], JIT compilers translate the program during
execution [7]. Certain optimizations only occur after executing
specific program structures a sufficient number of times.
JAttack takes two inputs: (1) a template, and (2) an iteration
count (𝑁 ), i.e., the number of times each generated program will
be executed in a loop to ensure that JIT compilation is triggered.
JAttack generates a program by repeatedly executing the template
(up to 𝑁 times) and filling each hole, when the hole is reached the
first time, by randomly choosing expressions and values available
within the search space defined by the hole. (In theory, a template
can be exhaustively explored, but it is generally not feasible.) Next,
to detect any JIT-related bugs, each generated program is executed
𝑁 times using different JIT compilers, potentially detecting bugs
via differential testing [66].
We also introduce three optimizations into JAttack to reduce
the generation cost. The first optimization, early stop, involves stopping after detecting that further generation would not fill any more
holes. The second optimization, hot filling, dynamically transforms
the template when a hole is reached the very first time; the API
call is transformed into the concrete expression that the call would
produce. The final optimization, eager pruning, uses a modern constraint solver (Z3 [29]) to detect holes for conditional statements
(e.g., if) that always evaluate to a constant value.
To demonstrate JAttack’s capabilities in testing JIT compilers,
we wrote 23 templates. We focused on interesting Java language features and took inspiration from existing tests for the Java compiler.
We report the cost of generation and execution, as well as benefits
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of our optimizations; our optimizations reduce the generation time
by 99.50%. We used the generated programs as inputs to multiple
commercial JIT compilers, including the Oracle JDK JIT compiler.
Using just our own templates, we were able to discover two bugs in
the Oracle JDK JIT compiler. These bugs were confirmed and fixed
by Oracle developers, and one of the bugs was previously unknown
and acknowledged on Oracle’s list of CVEs.
We also evaluated how well JAttack can be used for automated
compiler testing by extracting templates from existing Java projects.
This evaluation is inspired by mutation testing [6, 23, 30, 55, 57, 59,
60], where we essentially “mutate” existing code to construct different tests for compilers. Note that, unlike in traditional mutation
testing, holes in our case are filled by randomly generating values
and expressions. Moreover, mutation testing uses a predefined set
of mutation operators while JAttack provides a way for a user to
write holes anywhere in their code following their intuition (e.g.,
the way we wrote templates for JIT compilers). Each hole has its
own set of values (and the set is determined by the developer, not
by a tool).
Using 77 open-source Java projects that span a wide variety of
domains and therefore use of different Java language features, we
automatically extracted 5,419 templates. By running these templates
through JAttack, we found four more bugs in the Oracle JDK JIT
compiler (out of which only one was previously known) including
one previously unknown CVE recently acknowledged by Oracle.
The key contributions of this paper include:
• Framework. We introduce JAttack, the framework for templating tests for compilers. JAttack is designed to complement
manually-written tests and blend developer’s intuition (via templates) and random testing to increase likelihood to detect bugs
in Java JIT compilers.
• Programming and execution models. We introduce a programming and an execution model to integrate templates entirely in the host language (Java), without changing the syntax or
the runtime environment. Templates are like manually-written
programs with holes; each hole, expressed using a DSL, builds
an eAST node that specifies values that the hole can take (i.e.,
defines a search space). We introduced three optimizations that
are applied when generating programs from templates.
• Use case. We implemented JAttack for the Java programming
language and applied it to testing Java JIT compilers. We evaluated JAttack by writing 23 template programs. Our results show
that the optimizations substantially reduce test generation time,
making JAttack practical. Furthermore, we discovered two bugs
in the Oracle JDK JIT compiler.
• Template extraction. We evaluated JAttack as an automated
framework for JIT compiler testing by automatically extracting
templates from existing Java projects. Using 5,419 templates from
77 open-source Java projects, JAttack discovered four more bugs
in the Oracle JDK JIT compiler.
JAttack is available at https://github.com/EngineeringSoftware/
jattack.

2

EXAMPLE

Figure 1a shows a template program that we wrote while developing
JAttack for Java. Our motivation for this template was to exercise
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

import static jattack.Boom.*;
public class C {
static int s1;
static int s2;
@Entry
public static int m() {
int[] arr1 = { s1++, s2,

9

intVal().eval() ❶,

intVal().eval() ❷, intVal().eval() ❸ };

8

for (int i = 0; i < arr1.length; ++i)

10

if ( logic(relation(intId(), intId(), LE),

11

relation(intId(), intId(), LE),

12
13
14
15

AND, OR).eval() ❹)
arr1[i] &=
arithmetic(intId(), intId(), ADD, MUL).eval() ❺;
return 0; } }

(a) An example of a template.
1
2
3
4
5
6

import static jattack.Boom.*;
public class C {
static int s1;
static int s2;
@Entry
public static int m() {
45350238 ❶,

7

int[] arr1 = { s1++, s2,

8
9

681339300 ❷, 125652422 ❸ };
for (int i = 0; i < arr1.length; ++i)

10
11
12

if ( arr1[3] <= s2 || s2 <= arr1[2] ❹)
arr1[i] &= arr1[1] * s1 ❺;
return 0; } }

(b) An example of a generated program.

Figure 1: An example of a template and one of the generated
programs from the template.
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We describe more details on what type of expressions we support
for holes along with our API in Section 3.
JAttack generates programs through an execution-based model.
In other words, JAttack fills the holes in a template after executing
the template. (Unlike static generation, an execution-based model
prunes the search space by only filling holes reached during execution. See Section 7.1 for details.) A template must have a template
entry method, annotated with @Entry as shown in the example
(method m). When the execution reaches any unfilled hole, JAttack
generates a valid expression for that hole based on the used API
calls. When all reachable holes are filled (see Section 3.3 for how
this is determined), JAttack outputs the corresponding generated
program. JAttack then calls the template entry method again to
generate the next program up to the specified maximum number
of programs. An example of a generated program that JAttack
outputs for the template in Figure 1a is shown in Figure 1b. The
numbered circles in the generated program correspond to the same
ones next to holes in Figure 1a.
Finally, to detect any JIT-related bugs, JAttack executes each
generated program starting from the same entry method a large
number of times using different JIT compilers, potentially detecting
bugs via differential testing [66]. The large number of re-executions
is necessary as to trigger JIT optimizations. In Java, a JVM starts executing a program with an interpreter and monitors the execution
for “hot” code sections, i.e., code that is frequently executed. The
JIT compiler then optimizes “hot” sections. Through repeated executions of the generated method m, the generated program shown
in Figure 1b revealed a bug in the Oracle JDK JIT compiler, crashing
the JVM.

3
Java JIT optimizations for programs that use local arrays and static
variables. It is important to note that every template for JAttack
is a valid Java program. This template uses static methods (e.g.,
logic) that are defined in the jattack.Boom class. As such, the Java
compiler can also type-check the template.
The template contains five holes representing places where JAttack should generate expressions, filling them in to create a concrete generated program. Three holes are between lines 7 and 8, one
between lines 10 and 12, and one on line 14. The number of holes
is equal to the number of eval invocations. The eval invocation
as well as the type information of the expression calling the eval
allows JAttack to tell a hole from actual code.
The first three holes are defined by the intVal method calls;
each call to intVal represents a hole that will be filled by an integer
literal; note that without any arguments, intVal produces an integer
between Integer.MIN_VALUE and Integer.MAX_VALUE. The next hole
(lines 10-12) defines a logical “and” or “or” expression (logic with
the AND and OR arguments) between two relational expressions. Each
relational expression (relation) connects two free integer variables
intId, which can be s1, s2, i, or any element of arr1 (the array
index is randomly picked between 0 and the size of the array) at
this point, using the <= operator (LE). The final hole (line 14) is an
arithmetic expression (arithmetic) of two free integer variables,
which are combined using either a + or a ∗ operator (ADD or MUL).

JATTACK FRAMEWORK

JAttack introduces test templating, a way to define a set of programs
used for testing compilers. Templates written for JAttack could
be useful for testing other program analysis tools, but we leave
such studies for future work. We designed JAttack guided by
the following requirements: (1) developers decide where the holes
should be placed and bound the search space of each hole, and
(2) the domain-specific language (DSL) for writing holes is nonintrusive, i.e., it requires no changes to the host compiler.
In this section, we describe our programming and execution
models (Section 3.1), implementation for Java (Section 3.2), the
generation procedure (Section 3.3), the optimizations for generation
(3.4) and the overall JIT-testing procedure (Section 3.5).

3.1

Programming and Execution Models

We define the syntax and operational semantics of a simple imperative language with an extension to support templates. Note the
language shown here includes only integer type for ease of presentation; we greatly extend the scope in our implementation for
Java. The simple imperative language and extensions represent the
foundations for supporting templates for general imperative languages, and our implementation in Java, described in later sections,
is based on these extensions.
Syntax. Figure 2 defines the syntax of the simple language. A program is a sequence of zero or more statements. Each statement is
either an assignment, conditional, goto, or halt. An expression in a
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Stmts := (LABEL:)? Stmt ";" Stmts | 𝜖
Stmt := AssignStmt | IfStmt | GotoStmt | halt
AssignStmt := ID "=" Exp
IfStmt := "if" "(" Exp ")" LABEL
GotoStmt := goto LABEL
Exp := ExpBasic | " [[ " ExpAlt " ]] "
ExpBasic := ExpBasic Op Operand | Operand
ExpAlt := ExpAlt "," ExpBasic | ExpBasic
Operand := ID | NUM | " [[ c ]] " | " [[ v ]] "
Op := "+" | "-" | "||" | "&&" | "==" | "!=" | "<"

Figure 2: Syntax for an imperative language with holes.

ASSIGN_EXP:
ASSIGN_VAL:
GOTO:
IF_EXP:
IF_VAL:
C_HOLE:
V_HOLE:
E_HOLE:

⟨𝑝𝑐 + 1, 𝐼, 𝑀, 𝐿⟩𝑒𝑥𝑝 ⇒ ⟨𝑝𝑐 ′, 𝐼 ′, 𝑀, 𝐿⟩𝑣
⟨𝑝𝑐, 𝐼, 𝑀, 𝐿⟩𝑖𝑑 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 ⇒ ⟨𝑝𝑐 ′, 𝐼 ′, 𝑀, 𝐿⟩𝑖𝑑 = 𝑣
𝑀 ′ = 𝑀 [𝑣/𝑖𝑑 ]
⟨𝑝𝑐, 𝐼, 𝑀, 𝐿⟩𝑖𝑑 = 𝑣 ⇒ ⟨𝑝𝑐 + 1, 𝐼, 𝑀 ′, 𝐿⟩𝐼 (𝑝𝑐 + 1)

⟨𝑝𝑐, 𝐼, 𝑀, 𝐿⟩goto 𝑙 ⇒ ⟨𝐿 (𝑙), 𝐼, 𝑀, 𝐿⟩𝐼 (𝐿 (𝑙))
⟨𝑝𝑐 + 1, 𝐼, 𝑀, 𝐿⟩𝑒𝑥𝑝 ⇒ ⟨𝑝𝑐 ′, 𝐼 ′, 𝑀, 𝐿⟩𝑣
⟨𝑝𝑐, 𝐼, 𝑀, 𝐿⟩if (𝑒𝑥𝑝) 𝑁 ⇒ ⟨𝑝𝑐 ′, 𝐼 ′, 𝑀, 𝐿⟩if (𝑣) 𝑁
𝑝𝑐 ′ = (𝑣 == 0) ? 𝑝𝑐 + 1 : 𝐿 (𝑙)
⟨𝑝𝑐, 𝐼, 𝑀, 𝐿⟩if (𝑣) 𝑙 ⇒ ⟨𝑝𝑐 ′, 𝐼 ′, 𝑀, 𝐿⟩𝐼 (𝑝𝑐 ′ )
𝑣𝑎𝑙 = 𝑎𝑙𝑡 (𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 (𝑀𝐼 𝑁 , 𝑀𝐴𝑋 ))
𝐼 ′ = 𝐼 [𝑣𝑎𝑙/𝑝𝑐 ]
⟨𝑝𝑐, 𝐼, 𝑀, 𝐿⟩ [[𝑐 ]] ⇒ ⟨𝑝𝑐, 𝐼 ′, 𝑀, 𝐿⟩𝑣𝑎𝑙
𝑖𝑑 = 𝑎𝑙𝑡 (𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖 𝑓 𝑖𝑒𝑟𝑠 (𝑀))
𝐼 ′ = 𝐼 [𝑖𝑑/𝑝𝑐 ]
⟨𝑝𝑐, 𝐼, 𝑀, 𝐿⟩ [[𝑣 ]] ⇒ ⟨𝑝𝑐, 𝐼 ′, 𝑀, 𝐿⟩𝑖𝑑
𝑒 = 𝑎𝑙𝑡 ( [𝑒 1 , 𝑒 2 , ...., 𝑒𝑛 ])
𝐼 ′ = 𝐼 [𝑒/𝑝𝑐 ]
⟨𝑝𝑐, 𝐼, 𝑀, 𝐿⟩ [[𝑒 1 , 𝑒 2 , ..., 𝑒𝑛 ]] ⇒ ⟨𝑝𝑐, 𝐼 ′, 𝑀, 𝐿⟩𝑒

Figure 3: Semantics for the simple language from Figure 2.

program can combine relational, arithmetic, and logical operators.
On top of these basic imperative features, the language also introduces the concept of a hole, denoted with [[]]. These holes can be
used around a sequence of comma-separated expressions, or they
can be around individual operands, where [[ c]] represents a hole
for a literal/constant and [[ v]] represents a hole for a variable.
Semantics (core language). Valid programs can only use integer
literals. We define the state of a program with the following configuration: ⟨𝑝𝑐, 𝐼, 𝑀, 𝐿⟩, where 𝑝𝑐 is the program counter (initially 0),
𝐼 is the instruction memory (i.e., mapping from program counter to
statements or expressions), 𝑀 is the main memory (i.e., mapping
from identifiers to integer values), and 𝐿 is a map from labels to
indices in 𝐼 . Prior to the execution, statements and expression indices are placed into 𝐼 by performing a pre-order traversal of the
program’s abstract syntax tree (first statement is at index 0). Also, 𝐿
is initialized to map each label to the appropriate index in 𝐼 . We also
use the following operations: (1) map lookup _(𝑣𝑎𝑙), and (2) map
update _[𝑣𝑎𝑙/_].
Figure 3 shows the operational semantics of the language. For
simplicity, the rules do not include error handling. The assignment
statement simply updates the value of a variable in memory. The
conditional statement evaluates the expression and then jumps
if the expression evaluates to true (𝑣𝑎𝑙 ≠ 0). The goto statement
unconditionally jumps to the statement with the specified label.
We do not show the rules for computing basic expressions, as we
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assume the same semantics as in the C programming language. The
halt statement terminates the execution.
Semantics (template language). We define several utility functions: (1) identifiers(𝑀) - returns a list of available variable
names in 𝑀 at the point of an invocation, (2) range(𝑥, 𝑦) - returns a
list of integers between 𝑥 and 𝑦, and (3) alt([...]) - takes a sequence
as input and outputs one of its elements.
A hole for an integer literal (C_HOLE) evaluates to an integer literal and rewrites itself to that literal. A hole for a variable (V_HOLE)
evaluates to an available identifier and rewrites itself to that identifier. Finally, a hole for an expression (E_HOLE) evaluates to one of
the given expressions (and rewrites itself to that expression). Note
that the rewrite rules are such that the entire hole is replaced with
the choice of a concrete expression upon execution, so the hole
no longer exists after the first evaluation, ensuring that each hole
evaluates only to a single expression per execution. The program
in 𝐼 at the end of execution is the generated program in the same
language as the original template.
Filling a hole. Given a list of candidates for a hole, we need to
explore different candidates every time we execute the program,
which would in turn rewrite the template into new concrete programs that we can later use for testing compilers. While one can try
and systematically explore all the possible candidates, the search
space can be incredibly large (e.g., for [[ c]] the range of possible integers go from MIN to MAX), especially when considering combinations
of candidates chosen across all holes in the program.
For this work, we choose candidates for a hole randomly. Random
exploration has been found effective in prior work [64, 74, 94, 98].
We keep re-executing the template to rewrite into concrete programs up until we reach a specified limit for number of generated
programs. Note that each execution of a template is independent
of other executions, i.e., any modifications to the template during
one run is not observable in another run.
Example. Consider the following example in our language: s1 =
[[c]]; s2 = [[c]]; if ([[v]] < [[v]]) l9; l9: halt;. Executing this
template once might generate: s1 = 45350238; s2 = 681339300; if
(s1 < s2) l9; l9: halt;. Another execution can lead to a different
generated program: s1 = 125652422; s2 = 23297; if (s2 < s2)
l9; l9: halt;.

3.2

JAttack Implementation for Java

We implement the semantics of JAttack for the host Java programming language. To support the concept of holes while integrating it
into Java, we introduce a set of API methods that construct holes.
Figure 4 shows a subset of the full API we provide. This API
represents a DSL that maps to our simple imperative language. All
methods in the API return an instance of a node rooting an extended
abstract syntax tree (eAST). An Exp<Integer> node corresponds to an
expression (evaluating to integer due to Java typing, so Exp<Boolean>
is the same for boolean type). An IntVal (extends Exp<Integer>)
node and an IntId (extends Exp<Integer>) node correspond to an
integer literal and variable, respectively. We define BoolVal and
BoolId to correspond to the boolean type for Java. BAriExp<Integer>
(extends Exp<Integer>) is for binary arithmetic expressions, while
RelExp (extends Exp<Boolean>) and LogExp (extends Exp<Boolean>)
are for relational and logical expressions. These nodes are therefore
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BoolVal boolVal();
IntVal intVal(int min, int max);
IntVal intVal();
BoolId boolId(String... names);
IntId intId(String... names);
...
<T> RefId<T> refId(Class<T> type, String... names);
<T extends Number> BAriExp<T> arithmetic(
Exp<T> left, Exp<T> right, Op... ops);
<T extends Number> RelExp<T> relation(
Exp<T> left, Exp<T> right, Op... ops);
LogExp logic(
Exp<Boolean> left, Exp<Boolean> right, Op... ops);
...
<T> ExprStmt exprStmt(Exp<T> exp);
IfStmt ifStmt(
Exp<Boolean> cond, Stmt thenStmt, Stmt elseStmt);
WhileStmt whileStmt(Exp<Boolean> cond, Stmt body);
...
<T> Exp<T> alt(Exp<T>... exps);
Stmt alt(Stmt... stmts);

Figure 4: API for writing holes; a call to any of the methods
in the API instantiates an eAST node.

placeholders for the actual, concrete expressions to be generated
at runtime, so they represent holes to be filled. For example, an
IntVal node created using the method intVal represents [[ c]], a
hole that can evaluate to any integer from Integer.MIN_VALUE to
Integer.MAX_VALUE. We also provide an intVal API that can specify
the range of integer values, and an intId API that can enumerate
available variables (at any point) by analyzing bytecode, when no
variable is specified.
While specific API methods can create corresponding nodes,
e.g., arithmetic for BAriExp, we also provide method alt that can
choose from a provided list of Exp<Integer> or Exp<Boolean> nodes,
like the semantics for an expression hole (E_HOLE) in our simple
imperative language.
Although we illustrate the implementation of JAttack using
int and boolean, we support any other primitive type, e.g., long and
double, or any reference type. For instance, refId can enumerate
available variables (at any point) with type T that can be specified
using argument Class<T> type, e.g., refId(String.class) returns
a RefId<String> node corresponding to any available String variables at this execution point. We provide API methods to create
statements as well, such as exprStmt, ifStmt and whileStmt. Furthermore, one can extend our implementation to include more language
constructs in Java, as along as they can be represented in an eAST.
As an alternative, we originally designed our API to use a list
of concrete Java expressions to choose from, e.g., alt(i++, j++).
However, these expressions would get executed and result in sideeffects, and the final execution would not match executing the
corresponding generated program with the concrete expressions
substituting for the hole, so we abandoned that direction.
Instead, when using eAST nodes, we do not actually generate
an expression to fill a hole until the eval method is invoked on the
node, e.g., intVal().eval(). Only after calling eval does a concrete
node get generated for that hole. Once generated, the node is interpreted to compute the result of the expression. Furthermore, all
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subsequent calls to the same API method (from the same location)
will always return the same node. For our Java implementation,
we define a hole to be where the developer calls eval for a built
eAST. The eAST constructed for an API call represents a range
of candidates to fill the hole. As an example, consider the hole
specified by the logic call (lines 10-12 in Figure 1a). Executing the
logic method returns a root node of an eAST, illustrated in Figure 5. Candidates for the hole are obtained by recursively obtaining
candidates for nodes in subtrees and combining them together.
In this example, the
RelExp nodes would re&&, ||
sult in candidates that
LogExp
combine choice of inte<=
<=
ger variables combined
RelExp
RelExp
with the specified opIntId
IntId
IntId
IntId
erators (just LE in the
example); the top-level
Figure 5: eAST corresponding to
LogExp node would use
logic hole from Figure 1a.
the returned candidates
and combine with the
specified AND or OR to create the final candidates. This eAST structure corresponds to an expression hole in our imperative language,
namely the following:
[[ [[v]] <= [[v]] && [[v]] <= [[v]], [[v]] <= [[v]] || [[v]] <= [[v]] ]] .
Unlike our simple imperative language, our API provides syntactic
sugars to describe a large set of similar candidates without having
to enumerate all of them by specifying multiple operators at once
(see Op... ops in Figure 4).

3.3

Generation Procedure

Figure 6 shows the overall algorithm for JAttack’s Generate function that executes a template repeatedly to generate concrete program instances. The input to Generate is a template 𝑇 and the
number of programs to generate 𝑁 . The output is a set of generated
programs 𝐺.
Function Generate starts by initializing the empty set of generated programs 𝐺 and then capturing the initial global state of the
template 𝑇 into variable 𝑆 (line 6). We currently support capturing
static fields with primitive and array types as the global state; future work could also capture reference types [9, 10]. We capture the
global state to be used later when generating programs, ensuring
the generation of each (out of 𝑁 ) program is done from the clean
state. (We use the Java reflection mechanism to capture the state.)
Additionally, Generate finds the template entry method (line 7),
which is the entry point for executing 𝑇 (in our Java implementation, this is the method annotated with @Entry), and also counts the
total number of holes that should be filled in the template (line 8).
Next, Generate repeatedly calls RunTemplate, which executes the
template, resulting in a generated program that is added to 𝐺. Assume that a template always terminates, which can be guaranteed
through carefully specifying the search space for the holes in conditions, the overall loop in Generate ends when the number of
uniquely generated programs has reached the maximum necessary
number 𝑁 . We set a timeout, for RunTemplate, as it might not be
feasible to generate the specified number of unique programs.
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Before calling RunTemplate in each iteration, Generate sets the
global state to be the same as the initial global state 𝑆 (line 10). Setting the initial state to 𝑆 ensures that subsequent runs of RunTemplate
always start the generation process, which executes the same template entry method, in the clean state.
Example. Consider the template from Figure 1a. The template has
a static variable s1 that is modified (line 7). Subsequent executions
should make sure s1 starts at 0 again, otherwise they would not be
starting at the same state and would not generate programs that
are even possible.
Function RunTemplate is responsible for generating a single concrete program from the given template 𝑇 . First, it initializes 𝐻 as
an empty mapping from holes to their filled expressions (line 21).
RunTemplate then sets an intermediate program 𝑄 to be the input template program 𝑇 to start with (line 23), and then it repeatedly executes the entry method 𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦𝑀𝑒𝑡ℎ on 𝑄 (line 25). The
ExecEntryMethod returns a mapping 𝐻 ′ of holes it filled to the actual expressions.
Example. In Figure 1a, executing the hole on line 7 would result
in a mapping of that hole to concrete value 45350238 (line 7 in
Figure 1b).
The overall mapping 𝐻 gets updated with 𝐻 ′ . If all holes have
been filled, then the loop terminates (line 27). The reason for executing the template entry method 𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦𝑀𝑒𝑡ℎ many times is to
ensure all holes that can be reached get filled. Eventually, our
goal is to execute a corresponding generated entry method up
to MAX_NUM_ITERATIONS times as to trigger JIT optimizations (Section 3.5). Some holes may only be reachable after multiple iterations,
so executing just once would not fill those holes.
Example. Consider the template from Figure 1a. The last hole
(line 14) could be skipped in the first run because the condition
(line 10-12) is evaluated to false. However, the hole could be filled
later when static variable s1 gets updated (line 7), making the condition true.
Some choice of candidate for a hole may possibly make another,
later hole unreachable, putting it in dead code. JAttack may fill
a hole in a condition, such as for an if statement, that always
evaluates to false, and therefore any holes within the block of
these conditional statements cannot be reached. To prevent the
execution from RunTemplate from continuously executing while
being unable to fill those unreachable holes, RunTemplate stops after
the MAX_NUM_ITERATIONS maximum number of iterations. Having
unfilled dead-code holes in a generated program is fine because
such code should never even be executed within the maximum
number of iterations later (and if it is executed, that would indicate
a bug in the JIT compiler). RunTemplate does stop earlier when all
holes are filled (line 27).
Three optimizations are introduced to reduce generation cost
(line 28-32) and we describe the optimizations in detail in Section 3.4.
Note that 𝑄 is an intermediate program, and we do not directly
return 𝑄. As such, we can optimize and make extra changes in 𝑄
to speed up generation, and these changes do not belong in a final
generated program 𝑃.
The final returned program 𝑃 is then the original template 𝑇 with
all its holes filled using the mapping 𝐻 (computed using function
ApplyFilledHoles in line 33, which is not shown). Essentially, each
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Input: template program 𝑇
Input: number of programs to generate 𝑁
Output: set of generated programs 𝐺
function Generate(𝑇 , 𝑁 )
𝐺←∅
𝑆 ← CaptureGlobalState (𝑇 )
entryMeth ← FindEntryMethod (𝑇 )
𝑛𝑢𝑚 ← CountHoles (𝑇 )
repeat
resetGlobalState(𝑆 )
𝑃 ← RunTemplate (𝑇 , entryMeth, 𝑛𝑢𝑚)
𝐺 ← 𝐺 ∪ {𝑃 }
until |𝐺 | = 𝑁
return 𝐺
Input: template program 𝑇
Input: entry method entryMeth
Input: number of holes 𝑛𝑢𝑚
Output: generated program 𝑃
function RunTemplate(𝑇 , entryMeth, 𝑛𝑢𝑚 )
𝐻 ← {}
𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 ← ∅
𝑄 ←𝑇
for 𝑖 ← 1 to MAX_NUM_ITERATIONS do
𝐻 ′ ← ExecEntryMethod (entryMeth, 𝑄)
𝐻 ← 𝐻 ∪ 𝐻′
if |𝐻 | = 𝑛𝑢𝑚 then break
𝑅 ← CaptureGlobalState (𝑄)
if 𝑅 ∈ 𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 then break
𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 ← 𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 ∪ {𝑅 }
𝑄 ← HotFill (𝑄, 𝐻 )
𝑄 ← RemoveDeadCode (𝑄, 𝐻 )
return ApplyFilledHoles(𝑇 , 𝐻 )

Figure 6: Generation algorithm.

node corresponding to a filled hole can output the concrete code
snippet for the expression it currently holds, and the hole expression
in the template 𝑇 gets replaced with this concrete code snippet.
Generate then takes the returned program 𝑃 and adds it to the
running set of generated programs 𝐺. Note that Generate will keep
calling RunTemplate until obtaining a sufficient number of programs;
each time, Generate will use the fresh template program 𝑇 , which
has no filled holes, as to create a brand new generated program.

3.4

Optimizations for Generation

We develop three optimizations to speed up the generation process.
Note that these optimizations all apply only for a single run of
RunTemplate, to just a single generated program at a time. Also,
these optimizations do not impact the generated programs, they
only speed up the generation process.
Early stop. We can have an even earlier stopping condition based
on the insight that if the global state after execution is the same as
an already seen state, then any future run would lead to the same
behavior (as a previous execution). Starting execution in the same
global state cannot lead to new executions that fill new holes. In
RunTemplate, we keep track of the seen global states in seenStates
and check the global state after each execution (line 29 in Figure 6).
This type of program state hashing has been extensively used in
software model checking [50].
Hot filling. In our preliminary experiments, we found that executing a template entry method many times is time-consuming,
especially compared to executing the generated entry method as
part of our evaluation. The extra overhead comes from repeated
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executions of our Java API methods that build and evaluate eAST
nodes. Recall during generation the filled hole is not rewritten into
the concrete expression, but just evaluated to produce the same
value as the concrete expression. The filled holes get replaced with
the actual code only when the entire template gets translated into
a new generated program (line 33 in Figure 6). Thus, while our
implementation ensures that repeated execution of the same API
method returns the same eAST node, invoking the eval method
to evaluate the node is still expensive compared to evaluating the
concrete code that replaces the hole in the generated program.
The hot filling optimization replaces the hole at runtime (during
generation) with the concrete expression when the hole is evaluated for the first time, so that execution in the following iterations
can use concrete code rather than invoking our Java API methods, including the eval method that evaluates the filled hole. In
RunTemplate, we invoke the method HotFill (line 31 in Figure 6) on
the resulting 𝑄 after execution that finds all API calls with set nodes
and, using the mapping of holes to expressions 𝐻 , replaces those
calls with the concrete expressions. Then, using interfaces provided
from package javax.tools, e.g., javax.tools.JavaCompiler, we implement an in-memory Java compiler, file manager, and associated
class loader to dynamically compile 𝑄 and then reload this modified
template’s class, resulting in a new 𝑄. The next iteration starts from
the new 𝑄 as the template (line 25 in Figure 6). This technique is
conceptually similar to “quickening” optimization implemented in
self-optimizing interpreters [16, 45].
Eager pruning. In our preliminary experiments, we also noticed a
significant number of generated programs with conditional expressions that are trivially false, e.g., (var1 > var1). The body of such
conditional statements would never be executed, so it is unnecessary to execute any further to fill holes within statements guarded
by that condition. After executing the template entry method and
obtaining filled holes in 𝐻 , we invoke function RemoveDeadCode to
eliminate any such dead code in the program 𝑄 (line 32 in Figure 6),
completely rewriting the body into an empty statement. This technique is conceptually similar to partial evaluation [56]. We leverage
a modern SMT solver (Z3 [29]) in our implementation to determine
whether any conditional expression is satisfiable or not, eliminating code in case the expression is unsatisfiable. Note that we only
temporarily remove the code as a means to speed up generating
a single program. The returned generated program does not have
any unreachable code removed. Later calls to RunTemplate always
start with the same template 𝑇 that has all the code still there.

3.5

JIT-Testing Procedure

Revealing JIT-related bugs requires not just programs but also
executing those programs many times. For each generated program,
we iterate though different JIT compilers. For each JIT compiler,
we repeatedly execute the generated entry method, hashing the
output of each execution (a generated entry method’s return value is
always encoded into an integer) into a running total. After executing
MAX_NUM_ITERATIONS times (the same limit in Figure 6), we capture
the global state of generated program (values of all static fields) and
encode it within a checksum value, adding this to the running total.
The final total representing the combination of all the executions.
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For a given generated program, we use differential testing [66]
to check if the running totals computed from all JIT compilers are
all the same. Any difference should indicate that the generated
program detected a bug within some JIT compiler. However, the
program may itself be non-deterministic, i.e., having different outputs when run multiple times on the same JIT compiler. Note that
non-determinism was only observed from the templates extracted
from existing Java projects, e.g., involving randomness, while our
manually created templates are guaranteed to be deterministic. To
avoid being misled by non-determinism, when there are differences
in output across different JIT compilers, we choose a JIT compiler
as a reference point and run the program twice using that same
compiler. If the outputs from running on the same JIT compiler differ, then output differences between JIT compilers do not indicate
a bug. While this step may potentially miss detecting some bugs, it
gives higher guarantees that reported bugs are true bugs.
Besides checking for differences in final running totals, we also
report a bug if the execution crashes on some JIT compiler. Executing any unfilled hole (left as the API method call in the generated
program) would also trigger a crash, because an unfilled hole should
not be reachable. The ultimate output of the entire JIT-testing procedure is a subset of generated programs that expose a bug in one
of the input JIT compilers.

4

EXTRACTING TEMPLATES

We also evaluate JAttack for automated end-to-end compiler testing. Namely, we provide an approach to automatically extract
templates from existing Java projects. The code written for these
projects are naturally representative of Java language features and
can be used as the foundation for templates that can find bugs in
Java JIT compilers. We can then also easily and automatically scale
up the number of templates to run through JAttack.
Given a Java class, we first parse all the available methods in the
class to detect potential holes. For each statement, we recursively
convert each subexpression into the corresponding hole, starting
from the leaves of the expression tree. For example, the expression a
+ b would be converted into arithmetic(intId(), intId()).eval()
(specifying no operator argument means using all valid operators),
which matches the expression structure. Note that the final call to
eval is on the outermost API call, allowing for the greatest space
of combination of values that JAttack can explore.
After inserting holes into the Java class, we then scan the class
for available static methods, which are the candidate template entry methods. If the static method takes any parameters, we insert
additional parameter methods, one for each parameter; a parameter
method returns a concrete value for the corresponding parameter
type upon execution. For primitive values, we leverage JAttack
to provide a possible value, e.g., if the parameter is an int type we
simply use intVal to represent an integer value. For non-primitive
types, i.e., classes, we search if such classes have default constructors or constructors with primitive arguments that we can simply
use to create an instance of that class. If there are no such constructors, we search from other classes for a public static method that
returns an instance of the class. If none of the above cases applies,
we then use null as the concrete value.
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Note that our approach for extracting templates and then using them to generate concrete programs is similar in nature to
concepts in mutation testing [30], where existing programs are
mutated into other similar programs through syntactic mutation
operators [23, 59, 60]. Conceptually, converting a program into a
template program and then generating additional programs through
JAttack is like mutating the original program. However, our way
of generating programs leverages the capabilities of JAttack and
its DSL to allow more expressive transformations that are beyond
traditional mutation operators, and more similar to what can be
generated using higher-order mutation operators [54].

5

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We briefly describe our evaluation setup.

5.1

Evaluation Subjects

We wrote 13 templates that exercise Java language features. We
also studied the available optimizations used in the Oracle JDK
JIT compiler, creating six templates whose basic structure would
trigger those optimizations while including holes for JAttack to
explore. Finally, we studied existing bug reports for JIT-related
bugs, creating four templates by modifying the programs attached
to bug reports to include holes. In our evaluation, we refer to the
templates based on our own understanding of Java and the compiler
developers’ intuition of optimizations using prefix “M”. We refer
to the templates based on bug reports using prefix “B”. Overall, we
created 23 templates, with the goal to evaluate the effectiveness of
our optimizations.
To evaluate JAttack in the context of automated test generation,
we collect templates automatically from existing Java code. We
use 77 open-source Java Maven projects from GitHub to extract
templates from their classes. Given a project or a module of a multimodule Maven project, we find classes defined in all “.java” files.
We extract templates from these classes following the procedures
described in Section 4.

5.2

Configuring JAttack

For each template we created ourselves, we configure JAttack to
generate 1,000 concrete programs (N in Figure 6). While generation is fastest when we turn on all three generation optimizations
(Section 3.4), we also evaluate running generation without any optimization and with each optimization separately, measuring each
one’s effectiveness. For each of the generated programs, we execute it 100,000 times (MAX_NUM_ITERATIONS in Figure 6) on different
JIT compilers. The JIT compilers we evaluate on are Oracle JDK,
OpenJDK, and OpenJ9, all based on JDK 11.0.8.
For templates extracted from existing Java projects, we follow
the same approach, except we configure JAttack to generate only
10 concrete programs from each template program, because of the
large number of templates, and we test only on the latest Oracle
JDK, which was 16.0.2 at that time.
In our evaluation, we configure Oracle JDK to restrict the specific
tiers, L1 and L4, using the option -XX:TieredStopAtLevel, in order to
test C1 and C2 compilers [3], respectively. We treat each restricted
tier configuration for Oracle JDK as conceptually a new JIT compiler
for use in our JIT-testing procedure (Section 3.5).
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We run all experiments on a 64-bit Ubuntu 18.04.1 desktop with
an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8700 CPU @3.20GHz and 64GB RAM. For
all time measurements, we run the evaluation five times and report
the average of those times.

6

EVALUATION

We evaluate JAttack by asking:
RQ1: How efficient is JAttack at generating programs and executing those generated programs with different JIT compilers?
RQ2: How well can JAttack be used for automated compiler testing via extracted templates from a large number of existing
Java programs, and how does it compare with state-of-the-art
automated JIT compiler testing?
RQ3: What critical bugs does JAttack detect in JIT compilers?
We address RQ1 as to better understand how efficient JAttack is
at generating programs from templates, as well as the impact of
our optimizations for generation, and to understand the efficiency
of JAttack’s testing procedure. We address RQ2 to understand
how well JAttack can be used for automated compiler testing and
compare the effectiveness with tools used in industry. We address
RQ3 to understand the bugs that we exposed. JAttack and all JITbugs we detected, including associated templates and generated
programs, are available at https://github.com/EngineeringSoftware/
jattack.

6.1

Performance and Optimizations

Table 1 shows the time for JAttack to generate 1,000 programs for
each of our manually created 23 templates. The different columns
show the total time to generate all 1,000 programs when using
different generation optimizations (Section 3.4). Namely, “Non-opt.”
means no optimizations, “Early Stop” means using only early stop,
“Hot Filling” means using only hot filling, and “Eager Pruning”
means using only eager pruning. The final column for “Full Opt.”
is the time when using all optimizations. In addition to time, for
each optimization column, we also show the percentage of time
reduced relative to “Non-opt.” time (the higher the reduction the
better). The final row shows the sum of generation time across all
templates and the overall reduction over this total time.
Without any optimizations, the total time for generation across
all templates (essentially 1,000 ∗ 23 = 23,000 programs total) is
over two days. We find that the overall time drops tremendously
after the optimizations are in place. When all optimizations are
enabled (“Full Opt.”), the overall time to generate all programs for
all templates is around 20 minutes, which is a 99.50% reduction over
the time it takes to generate all programs without any optimization.
Breaking down the effectiveness of our optimizations even further, we find that the hot filling optimization is in general the most
effective, with hot filling reducing the generation time by 99.34%
versus 46.34% for early stop and 20.79% for eager pruning. Furthermore, we also see that early stop and eager pruning have cases
where they result in taking more time to generate programs than
without any optimization (the negative percentages in the table),
which suggests the extra checks required by early stop and the time
to invoke Z3 to solve constraints end up introducing more overhead
than actually helping. (We did not set a timeout for Z3, because we
did not observe Z3 getting stuck; however, setting a timeout could
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Table 1: Time ((dd:)hh:mm:ss) and relative reduction to Nonopt. (%) to generate 1,000 programs in various configurations.
Tmpl. is Templates; Rdct. is the relative reduction.
Non-opt.

Early Stop

Hot Filling

Eager Pruning

Table 2: Comparing results of JAttack and Java* Fuzzer.
Coverage(%)

Time

Time

Rdct.

Time

Rdct.

Time

Rdct.

Time

Rdct.

B1

05:00:36

00:14

99.92

01:31

99.50

02:55:07

41.74

00:56

99.69

B2

12:51:25

00:14

99.97

04:14

99.45

12:53:50

-0.31

01:03

99.86

B3

01:19

00:12

84.33

00:33

58.57

02:01

-53.59

00:13

84.08

B4

01:43

01:41

2.37

01:41

2.03

01:41

2.45

01:43

0.29

M1

11:32

00:10

98.60

00:42

93.96

10:17

10.82

00:33

95.22

M2

12:57

00:12

98.49

00:44

94.29

14:40

-13.22

00:34

95.59

M3

11:00

02:19

78.90

01:05

90.14

13:04

-18.88

00:56

91.49

M4

19:44

04:31

77.12

00:28

97.60

20:35

-4.26

00:31

97.39

M5

05:14:14

46:01

85.36

01:04

99.66

04:20:07

17.22

00:46

99.76

M6

03:05

00:09

95.08

00:45

75.79

04:21

-41.40

00:38

79.43

M7

05:24

05:31

-2.40

00:38

88.19

05:41

-5.39

00:49

84.74

M8

19:19

12:26

35.62

01:08

94.14

21:10

-9.62

01:16

93.43

M9

02:25

00:14

90.42

00:28

80.59

02:49

-16.18

00:20

85.98

M10

09:07

02:55

67.96

00:41

92.50

10:32

-15.63

00:39

92.90

M11

10:58

00:10

98.48

02:15

79.44

08:35

21.79

01:02

90.62

M12

04:23

04:40

-6.38

00:36

86.51

05:24

-22.88

00:43

83.64

M13

11:35:19

11:26:37

1.25

01:06

99.84

00:57

99.86

00:51

99.88

M14

11:40:46

05:43:54

50.93

01:38

99.77

11:58:25

-2.52

01:17

99.82

M15

03:55:35

00:09

99.94

00:45

99.68

02:49:16

28.15

00:14

99.90

M16

07:38:42

07:47:57

-2.02

01:02

99.77

07:57:36

-4.12

01:09

99.75

M17

10:38:24

11:28:05

-7.78

03:12

99.50

10:51:56

-2.12

03:32

99.45

M18

04:57

00:09

96.81

00:41

86.07

05:43

-15.45

00:32

89.08

M19

05:47

05:53

-1.82

01:01

82.34

03:51

33.41

01:02

82.16

2:22:38:42

1:13:54:24

46.34

27:59

99.34

2:07:57:38

20.79

21:20

99.50

impact the performance of the eager pruning optimization.) We see
just one case for hot filling (and ultimately for when all optimizations are on) where there is little reduction in time. However, this
one case (B4) takes very little time even without any optimizations,
and the difference in time is seemingly just noise. Ultimately, all
optimizations do help overall, with the reduction in time when
using all optimizations still higher than each individually.
We also measure the time to execute the generated programs
from each of the 23 manually created templates. The total time
across all generated programs is around two hours on L4 and around
two and a half hours on L1.

6.2

#Timeout

50609
15931

1243
2336

#Failures
C1

C2

137 84.3
0 80.6

80.3
67.5

Full Opt.

Tmpl.

Σ

#Generated

Template Extraction

We extract 5,419 templates from 16,309 methods in 15,325 classes,
resulting in 50,609 generated programs. Recall that we let JAttack
generate 10 programs from every template (Section 5), but not
every template includes sufficient number of holes from which 10
programs can be generated (JAttack only explores the reachable
holes), which is why the total number of generated programs is
less than 10 ∗ 5,419 = 54,190. We found 137 out of 50,609 generated

JAttack
Java* Fuzzer

programs failed during our JIT-testing procedure. We inspected all
these 137 programs and discovered four unique bugs (Section 6.3).
In addition, we compare JAttack against an existing automated
compiler testing tool, Java* Fuzzer [27], which is a fuzzer tool Oracle has been using daily for years and has been successful at
detecting bugs in the Oracle JDK (JIT) compiler. Guided by grammar rules and pre-defined heuristics on program structures, Java*
Fuzzer generates hundreds of thousands of small, random Java programs as tests, and it then performs differential testing between a
JVM under test and a reference JVM. In contrast, JAttack is primarily developed for developers to embed their knowledge into
program generation by specifying holes in templates with automated template extraction from existing Java programs. Although
JAttack and Java* Fuzzer have similar intentions, they work quite
differently, which is why the comparison results should be taken
with a grain of salt. We run Java* Fuzzer using the same resources
(CPU/RAM) for the same amount of time (which matches the total
execution time for JAttack in Section 6.2). We perform differential
testing by comparing outputs from executions across different JIT
tiers, same as for JAttack. We also collect code coverage of both
the C1 (src/hotspot/share/c1/) and C2 (src/hotspot/share/opto/)
compilers from executing the programs generated by both tools separately. Table 2 compares the results of JAttack and Java* Fuzzer.
Java* Fuzzer did not generate any program that would expose a
bug in the Oracle JDK JIT compiler in this time frame. The code
coverage achieved using both tools are close to each other, though
JAttack achieves slightly higher code coverage on both C1 and C2.

6.3

Detected JIT-Bugs

Bug m12gen611 , from template M12, showed mismatching outputs
on different tiers because C2’s range-check elimination leads to incorrect loop executions. The Oracle JDK developers labeled the bug
we reported as a CVE (Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures)2 ,
and they fixed the bug in a recent Oracle Critical Patch Update3 .
The JDK developers also confirmed Bug m4gen1524 , where a crash
occurred from C2, as a P35 bug; this bug was discovered in parallel
by others and was fixed in JDK 16. Our template that exposed this
bug is shown in Figure 1a.
Additionally, we discovered four bugs using extracted templates
from existing Java projects. Bug math1826 crashed on tiers L1 and
L4 because an array store in C1 compiled code writes to an arbitrary
location due to index overflow. The JDK developers labeled the bug
1 https://bugs.openjdk.java.net/browse/JDK-8239244

(Login required)

2 https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2020-14792
3 https://www.oracle.com/security-alerts/cpuoct2020.html
4 https://bugs.openjdk.java.net/browse/JDK-8258981
5 P3:

Major loss of function.

6 https://bugs.openjdk.java.net/browse/JDK-8271130

(Login required)
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as a CVE7 , and they fixed the bug in another recent Oracle Critical
Patch Update8 . Bug checkstyle1069 was confirmed as a crash bug,
with priority P210 , related to wrong JVM state used for a receiver
null check, and it was fixed in JDK 17. Bug codec29211 missed
throwing some NegativeArraySizeException on tier L4 caused by
C2 optimizations; the JDK developers labeled it as a P2 bug and
fixed it in JDK 18. Bug compress20812 crashed due to incorrect C2
loop optimizations before calling Arrays.copyOf with a negative
parameter; this bug was confirmed with priority P3 and was also
discovered in parallel by others. The bug was fixed in JDK 18.

7

DISCUSSION

In this section, we contrast JAttack’s execution-based generation
to static generation, describe limitations of JAttack, and provide
directions for future work.

7.1

Execution-Based vs. Static Generation

Recall JAttack generates programs through an execution-based
model (Section 3.3) but we could have generated programs statically by processing an entire template and replacing all holes with
concrete expressions. Static generation would process the template
repeatedly, putting in different concrete expressions per hole to
output a new generated program, up to some maximum number.
Generating programs statically could be faster, because it would
not be executing the program at any point.
However, the execution-based generation provides a number
of advantages over static generation. Execution-based generation
(1) knows what exactly would be executed in a generated program
after being compiled, i.e., which parts are dead code or which parts
are executable (such information can be leveraged to guide the
exploration of holes instead of relying on randomness, which we
leave as future work) and (2) makes it possible to use values available
at runtime to construct holes; consider:
int m(int[] a) {
return a[intVal(0, a.length).eval()];
}

where the hole would be a random integer between 0 and the length
of the array a, which depends on the value of a, known only when
actually executing the template. An execution-based model allows
for expressing more complex programs that static generation cannot
generate, as it does not have such runtime information.
To compare execution-based and static generation, we create a
variant of JAttack that generates programs statically. This variant
relies on the same syntax and semantics, but it statically processes
the template once to replace all the holes with concrete expressions.
Similarly to execution-based generation, we construct eASTs for
all the holes. Each eAST per hole contains all the choices for the
hole, i.e., concrete expressions that can be filled in the hole. For
each hole written in the template, we randomly choose one of the
concrete expressions to replace the hole, resulting in a generated
program. The generated program has every hole filled, unlike for
7 https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2022-21305
8 https://www.oracle.com/security-alerts/cpujan2022.html
9 https://bugs.openjdk.java.net/browse/JDK-8271276
10 P2:

Crashes, loss of data, severe memory leak.

11 https://bugs.openjdk.java.net/browse/JDK-8271459
12 https://bugs.openjdk.java.net/browse/JDK-8271926
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execution-based generation where some holes may remain unfilled
if they are not reached during execution.
For this evaluation, we use the same configuration (1,000 programs for each template) for our static variant of JAttack as to
allow for proper comparison against the execution-based model.
The total generation time with static generation is around three
minutes, which is shorter than execution-based generation (around
20 minutes), but they both generate a large number of programs,
and executing all generated programs for both approaches still
takes almost four and a half hours. As such, generation time is practically negligible compared against the differential testing part of
JAttack. Furthermore, since static generation fills every hole in the
template, some generated programs could be syntactically different
from each other, but their differences are only for expressions in the
unreachable holes, so essentially the same code would be executed.
Execution-based generation would skip unreachable holes, ensuring every generated program is not only syntactically different
but also executed differently. We collected reachability of the filled
holes when executing the generated programs. 78.44% of filled holes
are reached during execution of generated programs from static
generation while execution-based generation guarantees 100.00%
reachability. In terms of detected bugs, compared against executionbased generation, statically generated programs detected only Bug
m12gen61 and missed detecting Bug m4gen152.

7.2

Limitations & Future Work

There are two main reasons why a relatively small number (5,419)
of templates are extracted from a relatively large number (15,325) of
classes in existing projects. First, JAttack currently supports only
static Java methods as template entry methods. We leave support of
instance methods as template entry methods for future work, e.g.,
using EvoSuite [33] to create receiver objects and inputs for instance
methods. Second, we use a different name for the extracted template
class from the original class, which sometimes made the template
not pass Java type-checking due to circular dependencies between
the template class and other classes. We will explore editing the
original class in place instead of creating a renamed template class
as future work.
JAttack requires re-executing programs many times just to trigger JIT optimizations for testing. We considered other options such
as -XX:CompileThreshold that controls the number of interpreted
method invocations before optimization. We also considered the
option -XX:Tier4InvocationThreshold that controls the minimum
number of method invocations before transitioning to L4. However,
we found these other options also have a big effect on when JIT optimizations occur, so just using these options would not truly reflect
actual JIT usage, similar to just enabling C2 from the beginning [40].
Not all bugs we detected are reproducible each time due to the
non-deterministic nature of executions and JIT profiling (which is
different from non-determinism within programs under execution,
discussed in Section 3.5). For example, in one of the generated
programs for M4, we could not always observe failure (crashing
the JVM) when run on the same JIT compiler multiple times. We
plan to investigate such flakiness in the future.
Although we designed and implemented JAttack for Java and
JIT compilers, the simple imperative language and extensions, as
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shown in Section 3.1, represent the foundations for supporting templates for general imperative languages. Thus the ideas of templatebased testing and execution-based generation, can be also applied to
other languages and compilers, e.g., Scala, C#, etc., or even software
systems in general. We leave this as future work.
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RELATED WORK

Compiler testing. There is a large body of work on compiler
testing, systematically reviewed in recent surveys [19, 88]. For
example, Csmith [80, 94] is a well-known tool for testing C compilers by randomly generating C programs. It found bugs in mainstream compilers [95, 96] and led to significant attention for compiler testing [2, 20, 42, 64, 67]. Mutation-based fuzzing [62, 65, 75–
77, 92, 99] is another approach to testing compilers by mutating
existing programs, with several techniques and tools specifically
for Java [11, 17, 22, 23, 51, 58, 73, 74, 91, 101]. Concerning JIT compilers, Yoshikawa et al. [98] presented a generation approach that
produces random Java bytecode . Java* Fuzzer [27, 47, 49] generates
random Java programs to test Java JIT compilers. There is also
work on testing the C# JIT compilers [70, 71] and Smalltalk JIT
compilers [78]. Unlike all these techniques, JAttack was primarily developed to complement manually-written tests. Developers
can embed their knowledge into program generation by specifying
holes for exploration, enabling better testing of JIT compilers that
require complex structures and execution to reveal bugs. We do
compare against Java* Fuzzer as part of our evaluation.
While JAttack relies on differential testing [66] to determine
whether a test fails, other means to construct a test oracle include
metamorphic testing [21] and specification-based testing [81, 97].
Equivalence Modulo Inputs (EMI) [25, 31, 59–61, 63, 69, 87] is a
representative of metamorphic testing technique. EMI produces
equivalent but different test programs and compares behaviors
across these programs on a single compiler. Chen et al. [18] compared differential testing and EMI techniques.
Template-based program synthesis. There has been work on
synthesizing programs given initial templates. These techniques
can either synthesize programs using SAT/SMT solvers [32, 39,
52, 53, 83, 85, 86], using combinatorial techniques focusing on just
variables [100], or define holes using domain-specific languages [15,
84]. Ching and Katz [24] proposed to generate tests for APL-to-C
compiler COMPC through a template that denotes functions and
data types, which leverages the dynamic nature of APL to execute
programs as soon as holes get filled. CodeHint [34] synthesizes
sequences of API method invocations by running code with holes
to be filled. EdSketch [44] synthesizes implementations for holes
through test executions, aiming to pass the tests it runs on, focusing
on exploring field references. In contrast to all of these, JAttack
generates concrete programs for testing a JIT compiler by executing
templates and allows richer expressions to be generated in holes.
Test input generation. Randoop [72] and EvoSuite [33] automatically generate JUnit tests by incrementally extending sequences of
method invocations. Neither is able to effectively explore inside a
method, e.g., at the expression level, as JAttack. ASTGen [28] and
UDITA [35] bounded-exhaustively generate complex test inputs,
including programs, but both require developers to manually write
extra predicates or generators to encode their intuition of guiding
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exploration. Similarly, QuickCheck [26, 43], as a property-based
testing tool, is also capable of randomly generating test inputs but
requires developers to provide generators for complex data types. In
contrast to all of these, JAttack provides a different way for developers to write templates. Developers simply write programs with
holes to make templates or even automatically extract templates
from existing code. Templates are written in the host language the
developers are already using.
Other research on JIT and JVM. There has been work on formal
verification of JIT compilers [8, 14, 38, 41, 68, 82, 90, 93], JIT-induced
side-channel detection [12, 13], and on identifying hard-to-optimize
code [36] and unspecified JNI behaviors of a JVM [46].

9

CONCLUSION

We presented JAttack, a framework that enables template-based
testing for compilers. Using JAttack, compiler developers can write
templates in the same language as the compiler they are testing
(Java), enabling them to leverage their domain knowledge to set
up a code structure likely to lead to compiler optimizations while
leaving holes representing expressions they want explored. JAttack executes templates, exploring possible expressions for holes
and filling them in, generating programs to later be run on compilers. To speed up the generation process, we introduced three
optimizations that reduced overall generation time by 99.50% in
our experiments. Using 23 templates created on our own and 5,419
templates extracted from existing Java projects, JAttack found
six critical (P3 or higher) bugs in Oracle JDK, all of which were
confirmed and fixed by Oracle developers. Four of them were previously unknown, including two unknown CVEs. JAttack blends
the power of developers insights, who are providing templates, and
random testing to detect critical bugs.
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